Seven Days...
Friday, February 16th
The Holmes Brothers at Johnny D’s, Somerville
Jazz Madelon Project and Topaz at Lilli’s, Somerville
Jimmy Smith at House of Blues, Cambridge
Abbey Lincoln at Sculler’s, Boston

Saturday, February 17th
Downset, E-Town Concrete, Factory 81, and Relative Ash at The Palladium Worcester
Coldplay and Powderfinger at Avalon, Boston
Erykah Badu at Orpheum Theatre, Boston
The Residents at Berklee Performance Ctr., Boston
Anti-Jazz Raygun and Miracle Orchestra at Lilli’s, Somerville

Sunday, February 18th
Heygoobs and Rivergord at The Burren, Somerville
Stephen Fearing at Passim’s, Cambridge

Monday, February 19th
Dakel and MC Paul Barman at Clark University, Worcester

Tuesday, February 20th
Aaron carter and Tik N’ Tak at Avalon, Boston
Brother Chameleon at Emily’s, Boston

Wednesday, February 21st
Troy Anastasio at Orpheum Theatre, Boston
C.J. Chenier & The Red Hot Louisiana Band at Johnny D’s, Somerville

Thursday, February 22nd
Paolo Conte at Orpheum Theatre, Boston
Levellers at Paradise Rock Club, Boston
Scism at House of Blues, Cambridge
Knoxville Girls, The Gossip, and The White Stripes at Middle East Club, Cambridge
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Faking it
The phenomenon of tanning at Holy Cross
BY CLAIRE NICOLAY
CRUSADER FEATURES STAFF
As we enter the midst of the cold, harsh wintry months that make up a majority of our time here at Holy Cross, a mysterious spectacle emerges amongst the female (and even some of the male) student population. You see them walking to and fro about campus, and the weird combination of heavy snowfall and unnaturally dark skin discolorers; you may have asked yourself, did that girl (guy) just return from some vacation in the Caribbean or South Florida? No sir, these individuals were more likely in some shady dive on Shrewsbury Street; perceptually sinking in to a crucial sunlight exposure. I myself view tanning as a guilty pleasure, to be indulged in when Wooll has been cloudy, rainy, snowy and miserably cold for a number of consecutive days...

I myself view tanning as a guilty pleasure, to be indulged in when Wooll has been cloudy, rainy, snowy and miserable for a number of consecutive days...

WebSite
The Internet Movie Database
http://www.imdb.com

"All kinds of trivia and goofs about any movie."
— Brian McE chern ‘04

MOVIE
Glory Daze
Directed by Rich Wilkes (1996)

"A great college movie, it’s like having a party in your VCR."
— Pat O’Connor ‘04

WEEKLY PICKS
Where’s Waldo?
By Martin Handford

"Intriguing, yet always fun."
— Pete Fox ’04

BOOK
BBC Sessions
Led Zeppelin

"Classic versions of such Zep hits as Going to California and That’s the Way."
— Kevin Higgins ’04

WEBSITE
THE CRUSADER FEATURES FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2001